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 Warming-up
!as$ 1
!"#
recommending dishes A
ta8ing guests to the table ,
ta8ing orders I
receiving the bill ?

!as$ '
!"#
hot bitter salty  
sour sweet fresh

!as$ (
$%&&"'(")*+,'-".'

There are four major cuisines in ,hinese food: 
Shandong cuisineM Nuangdong cuisineM Sichuan 
cuisine and 4uaiyang cuisineC

Shandong food is heavy and spicyC Nuangdong 
food is light and freshC 4uaiyang food is well 
8nown for its cutting technique and original flavorC 
Sichuan food is hot and spicyC

Py favorite food is Sichuan food because it is 
spicy and hotC
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)a*$g,o.nd 1n2o,mation

1. Chinese Cooking
The art of ,hinese coo8ing is notM contrary 

to popular beliefM complicated and difficultC 
Post ,hinese dishes do not require a complex 
processing and equipment in the 8itchenC 
Simplicity is the 8ey to ,hinese cuisine as 
evidently shown in their various coo8ing 
methodsC 9hen you have the ingredientsM 
seasonings and marinades R���S readyM you 
can coo8C

2. Regional Styles of Chinese Food
,hinese food can be roughly divided 

into northern and southern stylesC Tn Northern 
,hinaM wheatM barleyM millet and soybeans are 
the staplesC Steamed breads and noodles anchor 
the meal and the coo8ing is relatively simple 
in routine lifeC The use of vinegar and garlic 
tends to be quite popularC Southern ,hina is 
the area of rice;growingM and the coo8ing style 
is subtle and complexC Southern foods can be 
classified into three styles with each having its 
own coo8ing characteristic and special tasteC The 
three regional styles are: Sichuan and 4unanM 
VasternM including WiangsuM Xhejiang and AnhuiM 
and Nuangdong and YujianC

!as$ 1
/01"2(34"'5

▲
 Ss brainstorm the ,hinese food cultureC

▲

 Ss brainstorm the ,hinese coo8ing artC
T37"5 BZ minutes
$("8'5

▲

 Net Ss to brainstorm answers in pairs or in 
groups of three or fourC 

▲

 9al8 around the class to assist if necessaryC 
9rite useful vocabulary on the boardC

▲

 9hen Ss have finished tal8ingM get one or two 
pairs to present an oral report of their discussion 
resultsC

▲

 The rest of the class should listen and compare 
answers and be prepared to discuss whether they 
agree or disagree with the spea8ersC

9:("5

▲

 Accept any ideas as this is simply a way of 
getting Ss to thin8 about the topicC 9hen ma8ing 
a commentM encourage rather than disheartenC 
Vmphasize any good point made by SsC To 
encourage fluencyM don\t always try to interruptC

$%&&"'(")*+,'-".'
BC ,hinese food appeals to more and more 

9estern people because it is easy to coo8 and 
economicalC Tt is easy to create ,hinese dishes 
in their own 8itchen and they can find all the 
ingredients in ,hinese recipes in most food 
stores and supermar8etsC ?esidesM food prepared 
in the ,hinese manner is highly nutritiousC

DC Tn ,hinese coo8ingM colorM aroma and flavor 
share equal importance in the preparation of 
every dishC A dish may be savoryM sweetM sourM or 
hotC The main colors of a dish may include redM 
yellowM greenM white and caramel R��fS colorC 
Tngredients that contribute to a mouthwatering 
aroma are scallions R�SM fresh ginger rootM 
garlicM and chili peppersC ,olorM aroma and flavor 
are not the only principles to be followed in 
,hinese coo8ingA nutrition is also an important 
concernC The ,hinese have a traditional belief in 
the medicinal value of foodM and that food and 
medicine share the same originC
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!as$ '

▲

 Ss 8now the ,hinese meanings of some useful 
expressionsC 

▲

 Ss practice the s8ill of guessing meanings from 
contextC

T37"5*G minutes
$("8'5

▲

 Net Ss to scan the passage for the sentences on 
their ownC 

▲

 Vncourage Ss to guess the meanings from 
context instead of loo8ing them up in a 
dictionaryC 

▲

 Net Ss to compare their answers in pairsC 

▲

 As8 one or two Ss to read their answers in classC 

!"#
BC e DC f EC d FC b
GC g ]C h ^C c _C a 

!as$ (
/01"2(34"5 Ss can scan a passage to find supporting 
details for a point of informationC 
T37"5 G minutes 
$("8'5*

▲

 Net Ss to read the passage on their ownC 

▲

 Ss do this exercise alone and then compare their 
answers with their partner\sC 

▲

 As8 one or two Ss to read their answers in classC 

▲

 ,hec8 the answers with the whole classC 

!"#
BC b f g
DC a c e i
EC d h

!as$ 7
/01"2(34"5*Ss can s8im a passage for specific 
informationC
T37"5 BZ minutes
$("8'5

▲

 Ss wor8 individuallyC

▲

 ,hec8 the answers with the whole class by 
getting individual Ss to correct the false 
statementsC

!"#
BC T DC Y EC Y FC T  
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 Listening
!as$ 1
/01"2(34"5 Ss can understand the topic of each 
dialogC
T37"5 G minutes
$2.38(
Iialog B W:  9here will the opening ceremony be 

held`
 M:  Tt\ll be held in our largest banquet hall 

on the third floorC 
Iialog D W: 9hat do you serve in your restaurant`
 M: 9e serve very nice Nuangdong foodC

Iialog E W:  I o e s  y o u r  b a r  s e r v e  , h i n e s e 
coc8tails`

 M:  aesM we have a good selection of 
,hinese and foreign coc8tailsC

Iialog F W: 9here can we have the buffet`
 M:  blease go to the cafeteria named 

bhoenix on the fifth floorC
Iialog G W:  T feel very tiredC 4oneyM T\d li8e a cup 

of blac8 coffeeC
 M: =et\s go to the cafcC

!"#
At the ?ar At the ,afc At the <estaurant At the ,afeteria At the ?anquet 4all

Dialog 1 !

Dialog 2 !
Dialog 3 !
Dialog 4 !

Dialog 5 !

!as$ '
/01"2(34"5 Ss can record specific information in a 
reservationC
T37"5 BZ minutes
$2.38(*
Restaurant Hostess (H): Nood morningM Narden 

<estaurantC Pay T help you`
Mr. Green (G): aesM T\d li8e to boo8 a table for the 

dinnerC
H: ,ertainlyC 4ow many people`
G: TwoM my wife and TC
H: OKC 9hat time can we expect you`
G: Around ^:EZ pCmC 
H: 9ould you li8e a table in the hall or in a private 

room`
G: T prefer a private roomC 
H: blease wait a momentCCC 9e will have =ily 4all 

reserved for youC Ts that OK`
G: aesM my wife will love it because =ily is her nameC
H: That\s greatf Pay T have your name and 

telephone numberM please`
G: SureC Py name is NreenM and my number is 

]]__BZDZC

H:  Than8sM PrC NreenC 9e will 8eep the room till 
_:ZZ pCmC and we hope you will arrive on time 
since it will be the pea8 timeC 

G: T seeC
H: T\d li8e to confirm your reservation: =ily 4all 

for PrC Nreen at ^:EZ pCmCA the telephone 
number is ]]__BZDZC Ts that correct`

G: Absolutely correctC Than8 youC
H: aou are welcomeM PrC NreenC 9e are loo8ing 

forward to your comingC

!"#

Information Card
Guest!Name:!Mr.!Green
Restaurant!Name:!Garden!!Restaurant
Number!of!People:!2
Arrival!Time:!7!30!p.m.
Table!Number/Private!Room:!Lily!Hall
Telephone!Number:!66881020
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!as$ (
/01"2(34"5 Ss can accurately write down the missing 
words in a conversationC
T37"5 BG minutes
$2.38(5 The same as in Tas8 D

!"#
BC expect
DC private room
EC =ily 4all
FC on time
GC pea8 time
]C confirm
^C Absolutely
_C loo8ing forward to

!as$ 7
/01"2(34"5 Ss can find specific information from 
listening to answer the given questionsC
T37"5 BG minutes
$2.38(
Diner (D): T hear there are many regional cuisines 

in ,hinaM aren\t there`
Waiter (W): aesM madamC There are four major 

cuisinesM or sayM four stylesC Vach cuisine is 
distinctive and brings its own style and flavorC

D: 9hat are they`
W: They are Shandong cuisineM Nuangdong cuisineM 

Sichuan cuisine and 4uaiyang cuisineC
D: OhM what are the main differences`
W: ?riefly spea8ingM Shandong food is heavy and 

spicyC Some dishes of the Shandong cuisine are 
ta8en as imperial dishes in the Qing IynastyC 

D: 9onderfulf 4ow about Nuangdong food`
W: 9ellM Nuangdong food is light and freshC ?ut the 

materials in Nuangdong food range from sna8es 
to catsC

D: Py Noshf 4ow about 4uaiyang food`
W: 4uaiyang food is well 8nown for its cutting 

technique and original flavorC Tt emphasizes the 
presentation of the dishesC

D: beople say that Sichuan cuisine is very hotM isn\t 
it`

W: aesM most Sichuan dishes are hot and spicyM and 
taste differentC

D: <eally` T l i8e hot foodC So what\s your 
recommendation for me`

W: T thin8 Papo Tofu and au;Shiang Shredded 
bor8 are worth tryingC Our Sichuan <estaurant 
is on the third floorC

D: Nreatf Than8 youC

!"#
BC  Shandong cuisineM Nuangdong cuisineM Sichuan 

cuisine and 4uaiyang cuisineC
DC Nuangdong food is light and freshC
EC Shandong food is heavy and spicyC

!as$ 8
/01"2(34"5 Ss can understand specific information 
and decide whether the given statements are true or 
falseC
T37"5 BG minutes
$2.38(5 The same as in Tas8 F

!"#
BC T DC T EC T FC Y
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 Speaking
!as$ 1
/01"2(34"5 Ss 8now how to serve ,hinese food in a restaurantC
T37"5 BG minutes
$("8'5

▲

 Ss read Spea8ing Tas8 BC

▲

 Ieal with questions that Ss may haveC

▲

 Summarize useful words and expressions with SsC

▲

 Ss choose the roles and role;play the conversation in classC

!as$ '
/01"2(34"5 Ss ma8e up a conversation of serving ,hinese food in a restaurantC
T37"5 BG minutes
$("8'5

▲

 Vxplain the tas8 to SsC

▲

 Ss wor8 in pairs and wor8 out a conversationC

▲

 Net several pairs of Ss to demonstrate their conversation to the whole classC
9:("5

▲

 Vncourage Ss to use the given expressions and try to thin8 of more turns in their conversationsC 

$;78<"
Waitress (W): Nood afternoonM gentlemenC Pay T ta8e your order now`
Mr. Fort (F): ,an you give us some suggestions` Tt\s our first time to ,hinaC 9e are not familiar with 

,hinese foodC
W: No problemM sirC ,hinese food can be classified into four cuisinesC 9e serve 4uaiyang and Shandong 

cuisines in our restaurantC T\d recommend ?eijing <oast Iuc8C Tt\s a must if this is your first trip to 
,hinaC

F: aesM T heard most visitors coming to ?eijing will never forget to have a tryC
W: aou are quite rightM sirC Kung bao ,hic8en is also our specialty today and it consists of chic8enM pepper 

and peanutsC 9ould you li8e to have a try` 
F: Tt sounds niceC 9e\ll have itC AhM we also want some soupC 9hat soup do you have`
W: 9e have ,uttlefish <oe SoupM Pinced ?eef Soup and Three Yresh Ielicacies SoupC ,uttlefish <oe 

Soup is very delicious and worth a tryC
F: OKC 9e\ll have itC
W: 9hat would you li8e to drin8` 9e have Poutai and 9uliangyeC
F: 9e\d li8e a bottle of PoutaiC T heard that Poutai never goes to the headC
W: AbsolutelyM sirC =et me repeat your orderC aou\ve ordered a ?eijing <oast Iuc8M a Kung bao ,hic8enM a 

,uttlefish <oe Soup and a bottle of PoutaiC Io you want anything else`
F: No more right nowC Than8 youC
W: aour dishes will come soonC 4ope you\ll enjoy your mealC
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!as$ (
/01"2(34"5 Ss 8now the proper procedure for 
handling billsC
T37"5 BG minutes
$("8'5

▲

 Vxplain the tas8 to SsC

▲

 Ss read the sample conversation in Tas8 B againC

▲

 Ss wor8 in pairs and discuss the job procedure of 
the waiter in a ,hinese restaurantC

▲

 Net  several  pairs  of  Ss to role;play the 
conversation in classC

$;78<"
Mr. Fort (F): ?illM pleaseC
Waitress (W): One momentM sirC CCC Sorry to have 

8ept you waitingM sirC aour bill amounts to ]hZ 
yuanM including the service chargeC

F: 4ow much is the service charge`
W: The service charge is BGi of the totalC That is 

hZ yuanC
F: T seeC 4ow should T pay the bill`
W: aou may sign the bill if you are a registered 

guestC
F: NoM T\m not registeredC Io you accept credit 

card`
W: aesM sureC 9e accept American VxpressM Iiners 

,lubM Paster,ard and jisa ,ardC 9hich card 
would you li8e to use`

F: American VxpressC
W: Pay T ta8e a print of your cardM sir`
F: 4ere you areC
...
W: SirM here is your card and the receiptC
F: This is for youC
W: Than8 youM  s i rC  T  hope you\ve enjoyed 

yourselvesC

!as$ 7 
/01"2(34"5 Ss can role;play the whole process of 
dealing with billsC 
T37"5 BG minutes
$("8'5*

▲

 Vxplain the tas8 to SsC 

▲

 Ss wor8 in groups and ma8e up the conversationC

▲

 Net several groups to role;play the situation in 
classC 

$;78<"*
Miss Bryant (B): ?illM pleaseC
Waitress (W): aesM missC blease wait for a secondCCC 

4ere is your billC The total is G^G yuanC
B: ,an you explain the wine and drin8 costs for 

me`
W: No problemC aou\ve ordered a bottle of 

Shaoxing wineM a glass of orange juice and three 
cups of jasmine teaC The beverage amounts to 
B]G yuanC

B: ?ut we have canceled the orange juiceC
W: OhM T\m sorryC =et me get a new bill for youCCC 

Sorry to have 8ept you waitingM missC T do 
apologize for the inconvenience caused by our 
mista8eC

B: That\s all rightC T have a golden card of your 
restaurantC Ts there any discount`

W: Of courseC Since you are our jTb guestM you can 
sign the billC ?ut if you pay in cashM we can give 
you a Gi discountC

B: T will pay in cashC 4ere you areC
W: Than8 youM missC CCC 4ere is the change and the 

receiptC 
B: This is for youC
W: Than8 youM missC 4ope you\ve enjoyed your 

mealC
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 Writing
!as$ 1 
/01"2(34"'5*

▲

 Ss 8now how to ta8e ordersC 

▲

 Ss can identify the 8ey information in the conversationC
T37"5 BG minutes 
$("8'5*

▲

 Ss read 9riting Tas8 BC 

▲

 Vxplain the job procedure for ta8ing ordersC

▲

 Net Ss to read out the conversation and translate itC
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!as$ ' 
/01"2(34"5 Ss can fill out a restaurant orderC 
T37"5 BG minutes 
$("8'5*

▲

 Vxplain the tas8 to SsC 

▲

 Net Ss to do the tas8 on their ownC 

▲

 9al8 around to offer help if necessaryC 

▲

 Net Ss to compare their answers with their partner\sC 

▲

 ,hec8 the answersC 

!"#

9:sta.,ant ;,d:,

Table Number:  B_

Nuests Number: D

 Type Number

,old Iishes: Ieep;fried beanuts bic8led in jinegar B

 ,rispy ,elery B

4ot Iishes: Yried Sea ,ucumber with Pinced ,hic8en B

 ,hef\s ,rispy Shrimps B

Irin8s: Tsingtao ?eer B bottle

 9atermelon Wuice B glass
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 Project
This project is an integrated tas8 that requires Ss to wor8 together and go through the process of 

serving ,hinese food in a restaurantC Ss should learn to do a research on ,hinese food culture and the 
procedure for serving ,hinese foodC Ss are also required to ma8e a presentation in class about their research 
resultsC YinallyM Ss should role;play a complete process of serving ,hinese food in a restaurantC Ss can turn 
to the sample conversations in the tas8s in =isteningM Spea8ing and 9riting for referenceC
$("8'5

▲

 Grouping. Iivide the class into groups of E or F Ss with two sides in each group: one being the guestsM 
the other being the restaurant staffC There are several ways: Ss pic8 up their own partnersA teachers group 
fast learners with slow learnersA Ss find their partners by drawing lotsC

▲

 Defining project. No through the project with the class and clarify requirementsC

▲

 Timing & cooperation. Nive Ss the deadline for completion and guidelines on wor8ing togetherC 
Appropriate time management and job division are li8ely to be serious problems at the beginningM where 
basic instructions from the teacher should come inC Pa8e Ss fully aware that teamwor8 is the essential 
part of the practiceC <emind them that different Ss have different wor8 but everybody contributes to the 
projectC They discuss first and then decide who will do whatC 

▲

 Presentation. Ss present their research resultsC Tn this projectM they need to give a presentation about the 
procedure for serving ,hinese foodC As8 them to do it after they study the whole unitC

▲

 Role-play. Ss role;play the whole process of serving ,hinese food in a restaurantC As8 them to follow 
the correct steps they have learned in this unitC

9:("'5

▲

 The project should be done as homewor8C

▲

 Since it ta8es time and effort to complete a projectM you can as8 only two or three groups to do it each 
timeM then demonstrate their wor8 in class and give your feedbac8C Tn this wayM Ss learn from each otherC
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 Self-evaluation 
/01"2(34"5*Ss can evaluate their language s8ills in accordance with the knit ObjectivesC 
T37"5*G minutes
$("8'5

▲

 No through the evaluation list with SsC

▲

 Ss tic8 off the list aloneC 

▲

 Ss compare their wor8 with othersC

▲

 As8 several Ss to report their self;evaluation resultsC

▲

 ,omment brieflyC
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 New Words and Expressions

<ang.ag: =oints

Paragraph 1
 BC :.3&3,;<5 adj. existing or happening first, before 

other people or things; completely new and 
different from anything that anyone has thought 
of before

 eCgC The land was returned to its original ownerC
   The original plan was to fly out to New 

aor8C
 DC 2%3'3,"5 n. a style of cooking
 eCgC  This village has its own traditional dressM 

cuisineM fol8lore and handicraftsC

Paragraph 2
 EC 2%<3,;.#5 adj. relating to cooking
 eCgC  ,ulinary art is the art of preparing andlor 

coo8ing foodsC
 FC ;88";<5 n. the quality of being attractive or 

interesting; v. be attractive or interesting
 eCgC  This 8ind of music hasn\t much appeal to 

meC
   The  range  of  top ics  wi l l  appea l  to 

youngstersC
 Useful Expression:
 appeal to  ´qqI+,r
 GC "2:,:732;<5 adj. giving good value or service 

in relation to the amount of money, time, or 
effort spent

 eCgC Py new car is economical of fuelC
 ]C (.";(5 n. an event or item that is out of the 

ordinary and gives great pleasure
 eCgC  4e wanted to ta8e her to the theater as a 

treatC

Paragraph 3
 ^C 3,&.")3",(5 n. any of the foods or substances 

that are combined to make a particular dish
 eCgC  The food is home;coo8ed using fresh 

ingredientsC

Paragraph 4
 _C ;.:7;5 n. a distinctive, typically pleasant smell
 eCgC  The whole house was filled with the aroma 

of coffeeC
 hC 8.3:.3(#5 n. a thing that is regarded as more 

important than others
 eCgC  The development of the national economy 

is a top priorityC
   The safety of the country ta8es priority over 

any other matterC
 Useful Expressions:
 ta8e priority over  ôqqsD
 according to priority  tè

Paragraph 5
BZC ."(;3,5 v. continue to have (something); keep 

possession of
 eCgC This village still retains its old characterC
        4e struggled to retain control of the 

situationC
 Useful Expression:
 eliminate the false and retain the true  uvìÛ

Paragraph 6
BBC '%'(;3,5 v. strengthen or support physically or 

mentally
 eCgC These four posts sustain the entire buildingC 
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 Vocabulary and Structure
!as$ 1 
/01"2(34"5 Ss 8now the meaning of the vocabulary for the unitC
T37"5 G minutes
$("8'5*

▲

 Ss read jocabulary and Structure Tas8 BC

▲

 Allow G minutes for Ss to do the tas8C

▲

 ,hec8 the answersC

!"#
BC buffet  DC hostess  EC recommend  FC ingredient  GC nutrition

T;'=*2*
/01"2(34"5 Ss 8now the ,hinese and Vnglish names of famous ,hinese dishesC
T37"5 G minutes
$("8'5*

▲

 Ss read jocabulary and Structure Tas8 DC

▲

 Allow G minutes for Ss to do the tas8C

▲

 ,hec8 the answersC

!"#
AC wxyz 
?C {&5| 
,C VW5 
IC }~Z�� 
VC Y1Z[
YC ±��{
NC ����
4C Z���

!as$ ( 
/01"2(34"5 Ss can use correct forms of Vnglish words in given situationsC
T37"5 G minutes
$("8'5 

▲

 Ss read jocabulary and Structure Tas8 EC

▲

 As8 Ss to do the tas8 individuallyC

▲

 Ss give answers based on their understanding of each sentence and the words given in the brac8etsC

▲

 ,hec8 the answersC

!"#
BC representatives DC apologize EC ta8ing FC recommend GC emphasizes  
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!as$ 7 
/01"2(34"5 Ss can use correct expressions in given situationsC
T37"5 G minutes
$("8'5*

▲

 Ss read jocabulary and Structure Tas8 FC

▲

 As8 Ss to do the tas8 individuallyC

▲

 ,hec8 the answersC

!"#
BC at least
DC consists of
EC due to 
FC instead of
GC amounts to

!as$ 8 
/01"2(34"5*Ss can translate difficult sentences in the unit from Vnglish into ,hineseC
T37"5 G minutes
$("8'5*

▲

 Ss read jocabulary and Structure Tas8 GC

▲

 As8 Ss to do the tas8 individuallyC

▲

 ,hec8 the answersC

!"#
BC A
DC ,
EC I
FC ,


